**OSMO Hard Wax Oil Application**

**SURFACE PREPARATION**

**1ST STEP**
Sandpaper grit: very coarse to middle (P 40-80). Depending on the surface, start with either P 40 (for old finishes) or P 80 (for raw wood) sanding grit. Important: please do not skip steps in grit whilst sanding.
Tools: sandpaper or belt sander.

**2ND STEP**
Grit: middle (P 100). Tools: sandpaper or belt sander or a single or multiple disc machine.

**3RD STEP**
Fill cracks and holes: with Osmo wood filler (for up to 2 mm in depth).

**4TH STEP**
Grit: middle (P 100). Tools: sandpaper or sanding mesh or a single or multiple disc machine.

**5TH STEP**
Grit: fine (P 120). Tools: sandpaper or sanding mesh or a single or multiple disc machine.

**WOOD FINISH APPLICATION**

Finished surface in 2 days, 2 coats

1. First coat on the raw, sanded wood approx. 35 ml/m2.
2. Mistakes in the wet coating can be corrected up to 30 minutes after the first application.
3. Drying time approx. 8-10 hours (normal climatic conditions, 72°F /50 % rel. humidity). Lower temperatures and/or higher humidity can increase drying time. Allow for good ventilation.

4. If desired, the dried finish can be smoothened with fine grain sandpaper (P400) or with a Scotchpad before applying the second coat.

5. Second coat approx. 35 ml/m2.

6. Drying time approx. 8-10 hours; see point 3.